Please join The Worcester County Poetry Association as it presents the

Stanley Kunitz Medal to Susan Roney-O'Brien
for his life-long contributions to poetry, best exemplified by Worcester’s own (twice) U.S. Poet Laureate Stanley Kunitz

CAIRN
When snow pulls back into duff and scatter,
and groundwater sponge drains from thatch,
I pass through barways to forest edge
where rocks lie heaped, a man-high mound,
to mark what some say is best to not remember:
the root that snagged his boot, the blast when rifle chamber
emptied, the wail that rose like fog around his body.
And perhaps I have no right to claim that death; he wasn’t mine.
But what is left in my weed-green field marks time, holds
the earth from flower, and if I am keeper of tree and land,
am I not also steward of memory? The boy lived and died here.
Who else will own the bramble-studded stones? Who else
can trace the spaces gone to dark? Who’s left to atone
for that child whose death was kept, marked with stone?

THE STANLEY KUNITZ MEDAL is presented annually to a person with a strong Worcester County
(Mass.) connection who best exemplifies Stanley Kunitz’s life-long commitment to poetry and poets.
The award recognizes the total commitment to poetry as Stanley lived it: teaching poetry, mentoring
poets, speaking poetry, publishing poetry, and supporting organizations which nurture poetry.
Stanley Kunitz (1905-2006) was born in Worcester, Massachusetts, a city he said, “provoked him
into poetry.” After studying at Harvard University he worked as an editor, writing poetry for his
first book, Intellectual Things (1930). After serving in World War II, he began work as a professor
and completed his collection Passports to the War, (1944). He was awarded the Pulitzer Prize
in 1959 for his work Selected Poems, 1928-1958 (1958). His later collection Passing Through
(1995) won a National Book Award. He served as Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to the
Library of Congress from 1974-1976, and again from 2000-2001. He was instrumental in founding
both the Fine Arts Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts, and Poets House in New York City.
After his death he left a bequest with The Worcester County Poetry Association to establish
a poetry award in his name. The awarding of this medal is the legacy of Stanley’s request.
Susan Roney-O’Brien lives on five acres abutting a state forest, is the author of five poetry
collections: Farmwife which won the William and Kingman Page Poetry Book Award, Earth, a Cat
Rock Press publication, Legacy of the Last World published by Word Poetry, Bone Circle,
published by Aldrich Press, a division of Kelsay books, and Thira, published by Kelsay in 2020.
She coordinates the summer writing program for the Stanley Kunitz boyhood home, curates
monthly poetry readings at The Thirsty Lab in Princeton, is part of 4 X 4, a group of visual artists
and poets, tutors international students, and works with aspiring writers. Nominated for many
Pushcart Prizes, she taught middle school for twenty-five years, earned an MFA from Warren
Wilson College, raised two children, innumerable chickens, planted and harvested gardens. She,
her husband and their chocolate Labrador retriever live in Princeton, Massachusetts.
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